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After a competitive selection, BGI and EIt Digital are proud to announce the winners of               
the Connecting Contest. Each awarded startup will get 2 tickets to the biggest tech              
conference in the World, WebSummit, and 2 entrances to the VIP Dinner with Investors.              
Finally they are also eligible to potentially enter EIT Digital Accelerator, having access to              
the main digital network in Europe.  
 

Fuel Save who has developed the only mobile app that performs live training for truck drivers                

using 30 different data points from the trucks’ running conditions. With a unique methodology,              

road freight companies can save up to 20% in fuel and gas emissions, simply by retraining their                 

drivers for better performance. They have raised close to 1 million, and have clients as Luís                

Simões, yesterday they were announced as Altice Startup Competition, gathering 50 000 euros. 



 

 

ParcelaJá has the potential to disrupt further the current credit and loan markets for the end                

consumer. Within a 10 seconds credit approval ParcelaJá systems provides an immediate            

consumer loan to be reimbursed up to a maximum of 12 instalments at no interest or any hidden                  

costs, and no paperwork. With less than 5 years and great sales traction, Parcela shows great                

power in the Portuguese FinTech. 

 

Plux develops advanced biosignals monitoring platforms that integrates wearable body sensors           

combined with wireless connectivity, algorithms and software applications. They can be used for             

example for physical therapy, personal trainer and research. With over 3 million euros raised,              

Plux is a successful spin off  of Fraunhofer Foundation in Portugal. 

 

Shiptimize provides delivery management for small and medium sized ecommerce businesses.           

Present in Portugal, Netherlands and Spain with over 1 million in sales. 

 

Sound Particles is a CGI-like software for Sound Design, capable of using particle systems to               

generate thousands of sounds in a virtual 3D world. Movies like Despicable Me 3, Wonder               

Woman, Spider Man have used this software. 

 

BGI and EIT Digital are combining efforts to develop Europe’s economy through innovation,             

aiming at creating the digital revolution in the old continent. 

 

 

 

 

 

Information about EIT Digital: 



 

EIT Digital is a leading European open innovation organization that brings together a             

partnership of over 130 top European corporations, SMEs, startups, universities and research            

institutes. EIT Digital invests in strategic areas to accelerate market uptake of research-based             

digital technologies and to bring entrepreneurial talent and leadership to Europe. 

EIT Digital is a Knowledge and Innovation Community of the European Institute of Innovation              

and Technology (EIT). EIT Digital headquarters are in Brussels with colocation centers in Berlin,              

Budapest, Eindhoven, Helsinki, London, Madrid, Paris, Stockholm, Trento and a hub in Silicon             

Valley. 

 

Information about BGI: 

Building Global Innovators (BGI) is an American style, world-class deep tech startups            

accelerator, based in Lisbon (Portugal), with operations in Cambridge, MA (USA). BGI was             

launched in 2010 as an integral part of the MIT Portugal Program and  spin-off in 2013. Since                 

then, it has built an important network with the Boston ecosystem and in Europe. With 124                

accelerated startups BGI has raised over 180 million euros. 

 

BGI on social Media: 

LinkedIn     Twitter       Facebook     Instagram   YouTube 

www.bgi.pt 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/buildingglobalinnovators/
https://twitter.com/bgiaccelerator
https://www.facebook.com/buildingglobalinnovators/
https://www.instagram.com/building_global_innovators/
https://www.youtube.com/user/iulmitcompetition
http://www.bgi.pt/

